SUBJECT: Police Establishment - Sri. Prashob. P., CPO 6438, DHQ(PEN 808015) - Relieved to accept new job as Clerk in Motor Vehicle Department - orders issued - reg:-

Ref : 1) KPSC Advice No. MR I(1) 3972/17 Dtd 06/02/2020
2) Appointment order No. A1/2459/2020/M Dtd 11/03/2020 Dtd 18/02/2020 from the Regional Transport Officer, Motor Vehicle Department, Malappuram
3) Representation submitted by Sri. Prashob. P., CPO 6438, DHQ(PEN 808015) Dtd 18/03/2020

As per the reference cited 1st & 2nd, Sri. Prashob. P., CPO 6438, DHQ(PEN 808015) has been selected for the appointment to the post of Clerk in Motor Vehicle Department at Sub Regional Transport Office, Ponnani.

Accordingly, as per his representation cited 3rd, Sri. Prashob. P., CPO 6438, DHQ(PEN 808015), is relieved off his duties from this unit with effect from 25/03/2020 AN.

25-03-2020
Abdul Karim U IPS,
District Police Chief

To : The individual, through AC DHQ, Malappuram, for information and further necessary action

Copy To : 1) The SPC Thiruvananthapuraam & The Inspector General of Police, Noth Zone, Kozhikode, with C/L for information
2) The Deputy Inspector General of Police, Thrissur Range, with C/L for information
3) AC DHQ, MPM, for information and further necessary action. Sri. Prashob. P., CPO 6438, DHQ(PEN 808015) may be relieved on 25/03/2020 AN and report compliance
4) Regional Transport Officer, Motor Vehicle Department,
Malappuram
5) Addl.SP, AA, Manager, AO, All JSs, FCS, SA & Cashier, for information
6) A1, A3, A4, A5(a), A7, B3, F1, F2, F4 and F5 Sections, for information and necessary action
7) DO Book and SF of A2 Section